Financial
Lives After 50:
Rethinking the
Golden Years
WHEN FIXED
INCOMES FALL SHORT
When it comes to her
finances, life hasn’t exactly
gone as planned for Verner,
a former television show
host and college professor.
After developing shingles,
she was forced to leave her
job. This left her without
a steady income, so she
decided to take her small
pension in a lump sum.

Today, there are 56 million low- to moderate-income people
over 50 facing challenges in one or more areas of their
financial lives — and like Verner, many of them live on a fixed
income, according to 2019 data from the Financial Health
Network.1 The most vulnerable — some 13 million people —
feel financially stressed about most aspects of their lives and
are far less secure than previous generations. Research shows
that the median personal income of Americans age 55-69
leveled off after 2000 for the first time since data became
available in 1950.2 Currently, 25 million Americans over
60 are living on less than $29,425.3
“The complexity involved in managing your finances for
the last 20 to 30 years of one’s life is far more challenging
than it used to be,” says Jennifer Tescher, founder and chief
executive officer of the Financial Health Network.

56 MILLION

low- to moderate-income people in America over
50 face financial challenges in one or more areas
A decade later, the 74-year-old has exhausted her savings
and depends largely on Social Security for her survival.
She’s disciplined about what she spends on her limited
income, but there are still weeks when Verner can hardly
afford groceries.

13 MILLION

feel financially stressed about
most aspects of their lives

“People don’t believe you when you tell them you’re poor,”
she says. “And I don’t say it anymore, because nobody
really cares.”
Despite the guaranteed monthly check, the Chicago-based
mother and grandmother has found that Social Security
doesn’t provide enough money to live on, so she’s now
working as a substitute teacher to help make ends meet.
Verner’s situation is not unique. She is one of millions of
people in America struggling to get by on a fixed income and
looking to public and private-sector organizations for help.

25 MILLION
Americans over 60 are living
on less than $29,425
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21%

of elderly
married couples

45%
of elderly
singles

rely on Social Security for at
least 90% of their income

$1,500

average monthly Social Security
payment for individuals in 2020

$2,042

average monthly income for individuals who
also receive Supplemental Security Income

The Myth of a Steady Income
For generations, it was just assumed that people entering
their 60s and 70s could save enough to enjoy their golden
years and then get by with a steady stream of checks — either
from Social Security, pensions, or both. The logic was that
monthly checks for older, lower-income people living in the
U.S. would be enough to cover day-to-day necessities.
The reality today is just the opposite.
While it’s true that Social Security makes up the majority
of income for older adults, the estimated monthly
payments are often not enough to cover the rising costs
of basic necessities.

Meanwhile, the bills keep coming. Average credit card debt
for consumers in their 60s was $6,832 in 2019,7
according to data from credit reporting company Experian.
Additionally, the federal and state programs that many
rely on for the bulk of their income have not adjusted
for inflation. To cover additional cost-of-living expenses,
older adults like Verner are increasingly seeking partial
employment to supplement their income, according to
interviews with low- to moderate-income adults over
50 conducted by Fors Marsh Group.
For Verner, substitute teaching is helping to make ends
meet, though she admits long days in the classroom are
tougher in her seventies. After hip surgery, just getting
to the elementary or middle school she’s assigned to feels
taxing, let alone moving throughout the school day.
“I’m unable to engage with the kids like I used to,” she says.
“I’m not sure if they are different or I am.”

WHILE IT’S TRUE THAT SOCIAL
SECURITY MAKES UP THE MAJORITY
OF INCOME FOR OLDER ADULTS,
THE ESTIMATED MONTHLY PAYMENTS
ARE OFTEN NOT ENOUGH TO
COVER THE RISING COSTS OF
BASIC NECESSITIES.

Statistics show that 21% of all elderly married couples and
about 45% of elderly singles rely on Social Security benefits
for at least 90% of their income.4 With the average estimated
monthly Social Security payment in 2020 roughly $1,500
for individuals, many people find it a challenge to meet basic
living expenses.5 The 2.1 million older adults who receive
Supplemental Security Income do only slightly better,
receiving an additional average payment of $542 per month.6
More importantly, about 80% of those over 50 with low
to moderate incomes have accumulated debt and can’t
draw on the traditional nest eggs of previous generations.
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Currently, about

45%

of low- to moderate-income
people over 50 are younger
than 62, leaving them without
even a minimal safety net for
financial challenges
“I learned how to…look for more sales and save more
coupons,” he says.
Only one in five workers today have pension benefits.10
Even though Howard is one of the lucky ones, getting
by is still difficult.

A Growing List of Challenges
The lack of a savings cushion due to insufficient benefits,
rising healthcare costs, and increased life expectancy has
left even those with a guaranteed income more vulnerable
in their later years.8
Even a steady check leaves little opportunity to build
financial resilience for those in the diverse and growing
low- to moderate-income group. After paying essential
monthly expenses, one out of three older adults is in
debt or has no money left to live on.9
For Wilson, a 73-year-old former janitor from Eutaw,
Alabama, getting by without any savings has been a reality
for more than two decades. Wilson is disabled and does
not drive. After paying for transportation to visit the
nearby doctor, out-of-pocket medicine costs, and saving
for monthly grocery runs, it’s nearly impossible for Wilson
to save for the next month’s expenses.
“I usually get by check to check,” he says, adding that
he’s even had to skip doctor’s visits when his budget is
especially tight.
But even older adults who were comfortable in their
working years are finding that living on a fixed income
makes it harder to maintain assets like homes or cars.
Unexpected costs, including higher electricity in the
winter or increasing property taxes, create insurmountable
financial burdens for people like Howard, an 81-year-old
retired postal worker from Skokie, Illinois.

For low-wage earners over 50 who don’t qualify for
Social Security benefits, things can look especially stark.
Currently, about 45% of low- to moderate-income people
over 50 are younger than 62, leaving them without even
a minimal safety net for financial challenges.
Some older workers are turning to the gig economy and
other part-time opportunities to fill in the gaps, such as
Verner returning to substitute teaching. Also experiencing
this firsthand is Joyce, who recently moved to Las Vegas
from Milwaukee to be closer to family. Being open to driving
for a car-sharing company or working as a caregiver will
help her become independent while staying close to her
grandchildren, she says.
“I want to have an income. It doesn’t have to be a magnificent
income, just as long as I can keep the life I want,” says Joyce,
a 61-year-old with three adult children and 16 grandchildren.
But for older workers, particularly workers of color, finding
work is especially difficult. Older African-American men are
twice as likely to be unemployed as their white counterparts.11
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A Changing Financial Picture –
and Demand for Action
For organizations committed to helping the country’s most
vulnerable, the first step is changing the assumptions of
what it’s like to live on a fixed income in your golden years,
according to Tescher.
“It’s no longer the case that financial health automatically
improves with age, and we need to build new systems and
tools to match the lifestyles that today’s older Americans
are actually living and facing,” she says.
“Gaining a firsthand understanding of today’s financial
challenges is critical for organizations looking to cater to
this population,” adds Lisa Marsh Ryerson, president of the
AARP Foundation in Washington.
“We need to reach out and provide tools, services, and
opportunities, so that low- to moderate-income older
adults can continue to live their lives and thrive financially.”
In the meantime, even those who are struggling say
that keeping a positive attitude and being open to new
possibilities helps them weather today’s financial challenges.
For people like Joyce, who hopes to one day live on her own,
it’s all about seizing new opportunities:
“Doors are going to open for me in my 60s — and I’m going
to walk through.”

“IT’S NO LONGER THE CASE THAT FINANCIAL HEALTH AUTOMATICALLY IMPROVES WITH
AGE, AND WE NEED TO BUILD NEW SYSTEMS AND TOOLS TO MATCH THE LIFESTYLES
THAT TODAY’S OLDER AMERICANS ARE ACTUALLY LIVING AND FACING.”

FINANCIAL LIVES AFTER 50: RETHINKING THE GOLDEN YEARS
is a six-part video series that follows the lives of low- to moderate-income adults over
50 across the U.S. It offers an inside look at what it means to age in America and what
needs to be done to foster financial resilience in millions of homes around the country.
Watch Episode 1 for a glimpse of the daily tradeoffs of living on a fixed income.
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